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Abstract
We propose abandoning leakage models for verifying timing properties of cryptographic software, instead directly verifying software with respect to a hardware implementation at the RTL level. Early experiments include verifying that an Ed25519 implementation running on a 6-stage pipelined processor executes in a constant number of cycles. Many challenges remain, including scaling up to modern out-of-order speculative cores and extending the approach to reason about library code outside the context of a whole application.

1 Introduction
Formal verification is a promising approach for ruling out timing side channels in cryptography. The end goal is to ensure that cryptographic software runs in constant wall-clock time when executed by hardware, in order to defend against timing attacks [7].

Today’s formally-verified cryptographic software falls short of this goal because it assumes a leakage model [2] where there is a gap between the leakage model and the actual hardware behavior. Fiat Crypto [10] uses a code generation approach that emits straight-line code using instructions that are assumed to have an input-independent execution time. HACL [20] uses the type system to only allow certain primitive operations on secrets, which are assumed to be implemented by the underlying hardware in constant time. Almeida et al. [1] define a leakage model that includes branches and memory access locations, and verification ensures that a leakage trace is independent of secrets. Vale [6] defines a similar leakage model but also includes the inputs to an assumed set of variable-latency instructions. EvErCrypt [16] inherits the assumptions of HACL and Vale.

In proposing a leakage model, these approaches make simplifying assumptions about the underlying hardware that are either unverified or even untrue on modern processors. For example, HACL’s interface for secrets omits integer division, because that operation is not constant-time on most architectures; but it does not avoid integer multiplication, which can also be variable-time on some ARM and i386 platforms.

The gap between the hardware model and the actual hardware behavior allows bugs to slip through. For example, OpenSSL contained crypto code that was provably secure under a baseline leakage model (where the adversary observes program counter addresses and memory access addresses) but insecure under a model that accounts for time-variable arithmetic operators [3].

Recent work has proposed more sophisticated leakage models [9, 11, 13] and validated hardware against these models through fuzzing [8, 14, 15], sometimes revealing gaps between leakage models and hardware implementations. Today’s verified cryptographic software is not verified against these sophisticated leakage models. In concurrent work, Wang et al. [19] formally verify simple open-source RISC-V processors against leakage contracts.

We propose an alternative approach for obtaining end-to-end timing guarantees: verifying the timing behavior of software directly against the hardware. This cycle-level approach verifies software against a particular processor implementation for which the complete cycle-level behavior is known and made visible to the verification tool.

To evaluate the approach, we built Chroniton, a tool that uses full-circuit symbolic execution to analyze timing behavior of crypto code running on hardware. Early experiments show promise: Chroniton can verify that an off-the-shelf implementation of Ed25519 running on the biRISC-V signs messages in a constant number of cycles, independent of the private key. A major open challenge remains: how to use such a cycle-level approach to verify timing behavior of individual functions, e.g., a signature operation, that can be used in an application that is unknown at verification time.

We have open-sourced Chroniton and the case studies at https://github.com/anishathalye/chroniton.

2 Approach
We propose analyzing the timing behavior of software with respect to a particular hardware implementation rather than a model of the hardware, eschewing the traditional hardware/software separation enabled by the ISA boundary and leveraged by most verification approaches. The benefit is that our approach does not require making assumptions about the hardware’s timing behavior. Because the analysis needs to be repeated for every hardware target, we aim for a highly-automated approach.

We reason about a processor running a complete program that includes some cryptographic code, like Figure 1.

Tools like Icarus Verilog and Verilator are capable of cycle-accurate simulations of processors running such code. These simulators operate on concrete values: every bit is a 0 or a 1,


```c
#include "ed25519.h"
#define MSG_SIZE 100

unsigned char pk[32], sk[64], buf[MSG_SIZE], sig[64];

void main() {
    ed25519_sign(sig, buf, sizeof(buf), pk, sk);
}
```

Figure 1. A program that invokes cryptographic functionality. Before `main()` runs, assembly code boots up the processor and sets up an environment for C code.

so they are not directly useful for verifying timing properties, such as how execution time depends on the private key.

We use a cycle-accurate symbolic hardware simulator to reason about processors executing cryptographic code. Using a symbolic simulator, we can mark state elements in the circuit, e.g., locations in the processor’s memory such as those corresponding to `sk[]` and `pk[]`, as symbolic variables, and then symbolically execute the entire circuit and determine whether the circuit’s execution time depends on these symbolic variables.

Symbolic simulation can reason about the number of cycles a circuit, starting from any symbolic starting state, takes to reach a state satisfying a property such as `main()` returning. We apply this to reason about the execution of a program from start to finish, where the processor starts from a fairly constrained state or is reset before running the program to completion. This fits certain classes of devices, such as hardware security modules (HSMs) or cryptographic accelerators like the OpenTitan Big Number Accelerator\(^1\) (OTBN). The OTBN clears state and runs each cryptographic operation without interruption from start to finish. HSMs can also be architected and verified in this way [5].

The approach requires that the complete hardware implementation (e.g., Verilog code) of the processor is available to the verification tool. It only reasons about a single clock domain. Reasoning about timing in terms of cycles does not rule out vulnerabilities arising from dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, like Hertzbleed [18].

### 3 Implementation

We implemented a verification tool called Chroniton, which consists of about 100 lines of Rosette [17] code. It builds on the Verilog-to-Rosette toolchain from Notary [4, 12], which translates circuits written in Verilog into cycle-accurate Rosette models supporting symbolic execution.

### 4 Evaluation

We applied Chroniton to verifying constant-time execution of an off-the-shelf Ed25519 signature routine\(^2\) on a variety of simple off-the-shelf RISC-V processors / SoCs:

- PicoRV32 (https://github.com/YosysHQ/picorv32): an extremely simple size-optimized CPU
- biRISC-V (https://github.com/ultraembedded/biriscv): a 6-stage pipelined dual-issue embedded CPU

We set up the processors to run the code in Figure 1, marking the circuit state corresponding to the private key as symbolic, and used Chroniton to symbolically execute over millions of simulated hardware cycles to verify that the code runs in a constant number of cycles, regardless of the private key. Chroniton, on the slowest example (the biRISC-V), took 24 hours to verify the constant-time property. We also used Chroniton to verify an X25519 implementation on a simplified version of the OTBN accelerator, where Chroniton takes 10 hours to verify the constant-time property. We have not yet applied our tool/approach to modern desktop/server-class processors, which are significantly more complicated than the simple embedded processors we used.

### 5 Discussion and Open Problems

Our approach reasons about the timing properties of a circuit, including its hardware and software, starting from a particular (partially symbolic) state. We apply it to whole programs, which include cryptographic code, and reason about execution from start to finish.

We hope to extend the approach to cryptographic routines in isolation, such that we can verify library code against hardware and then use it in an application that is unknown at verification time. Currently, Chroniton naturally supports bug-finding but not verification in this setting: a cryptographic library developer (e.g., the developer of an Ed25519 library) can verify that a particular application that invokes library code runs in constant time (like the code in Figure 1). Chroniton proves that the application runs in constant time, which increases confidence in the constant-timedness of the library code, but it doesn’t prove that the library code runs in constant time on the given hardware in all contexts.

Chroniton supports marking parts of a circuit’s state as symbolic, so e.g., a processor’s branch predictor state could be made symbolic, but for sophisticated processors, it’s not clear how to set up the circuit state to capture all possible contexts without being under-constrained. We hope to extend Chroniton such that it supports proving properties about timing behavior of library code on hardware.

\(^1\)https://opentitan.org/book/hw/ip/otbn/index.html

\(^2\)https://github.com/orlp/ed25519
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